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purpose of this thesis was to introduce and implement a small project in React JS. 
This thesis discussion React JS concepts and their related specifications, such as JSX, state, props, events, 
class component and Redux. 
The implementation of Web application projects using React framework was demonstrated in a Shopping 
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application with Redux which were successfully deployed to the server. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
One of the popular frameworks in Javascript, ReactJS can be built on many web 
platforms on Windows 10, macOS, and mobile devices. In addition, ReactJS helps to 
improve the performance of modern web states by compile source code to static HTML, 
as well as a single page application. 
Today, in the modern web application, the requirement of the user is very high, such as 
how many minutes the App is loaded or the layout has to beautiful and easy to use. 
Therefore engineers around the world have to work very hard to look for the solution 
to improve the performance. And the single page application concept appears to help 
improving the performance of the App, such as the App has only one page, instead of 
multi pages, leading to help the App to load faster. Realizing that it is an inevitable 
development of the application, Facebook engineers developed a new framework 
named React, using the advantages of SPA. 
ReactJS meets the requirements of the modern application, from improving the 
performance of traditional web application as well, to meet a new approach of the 
modern web application that separate frontend side with backend side, leading to 
improve the performance of developers developing the application as well. Based on 
this practical demand, the project has been carried out.  
This thesis was done mainly by researching and using React JS framework and React 
environment to develop ReactJS App, which is the one of the best framework in 
Frontend side around the world. 
The application focuses on the use of ReactJS and Redux to build the Shopping cart single 
page application which is a requirement of a modern web application. 
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2 MAIN CONCEPTS 
This chapter explains technologies related to main concepts of React framework, such 
as JSX, state, props, and life-cycle methods. These are also understood as client side 
rendering, since they affect a user’s interaction directly as client-side. 
2.1 JSX and render method 
 
JSX is a syntax that intended to be used by preprocessors to combine HTML code into 
JavaScript standard object instead of using string concatenation to render UI 
components. 
“Most people find it helpful as a visual aid when working with UI inside the JavaScript 
code. It also allows React to show more useful error and warning messages.” [1]. The 
benefits from JSX includes: 
• JSX makes easier and faster to write templates for user who are familiar with 
HTML. 
• The performance is faster while compiling code to JavaScript. 
Figure 1 illustrates the JSX looks like when using in React framework. The code below is 
an Album component is practical Tama App which has the JSX code inside render 
method. 
 
Figure 1. JSX in JS file. 
 
There are many methods and functions as external API of React framework, such as 
render, constructor. The constructor is a method that is automatically invoked during 
the creation of an object from a class and in React framework, it can be used to bind 
event handlers to the component and initialize the local state of the component. The 
render method is provided by ReactDOM package and can be used to render to the 
DOM. “ReactDOM.render() controls the contents of the container node you pass in. Any 
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existing DOM elements inside are replaced when first called. Later calls use React’s DOM 
diffing algorithm for efficient updates. ReactDOM.render() does not modify the 
container node (only modifies the children of the container). It may be possible to insert 
a component to an existing DOM node without overwriting the existing children.” [2] 
In React JS, render method is invoked after constructor executed. The method has 
maximum three parameters: 
• Element: the expected React element or JSX expression need to be rendered. 
• Container: element contains the rendered element. 
• Callback: the function will be invoked after the render is complete. This is an 
optional parameter. 
 
Figure 2 illustrates the render method in class component App of React JS. There is App 
component in the Tama App, which has the render method. 
 
Figure 2. Render method in React JS project. 
 
2.2 State and Props and life cycle methods 
When developing software applications, developers try to manage the flow of the 
application as much as possible, especially performance. The application is a sequence 
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of instructions in a program, this is determined at run time by the input data and by the 
control structures that developers used in the program. In React environment, there are 
some React native APIs to help developers improve the applications’ performance such 
as state, props and life cycle methods. State is what allows to create components that 
are dynamic and interactive. When React sees an element representing a user-defined 
component and passes JSX attributes, children to this component as a single object, in 
React this object is called props. In application with many components, each component 
has a lifecycle which developer can monitor and manipulate during its three main 
phases: mouting, updating and unmounting. 
After the initial render of the application, the condition for the next render is the props 
or/and state changes. The props were identified by the caller of this component will be 
included in “this.props”. In specific, the props were defined by the child tags within the 
JSX expression, instead of within the tag itself are called this.props.children. 
In figure 3 illustrates the AlbumPage component in Tama App which gets the props. 
 
 
Figure 3. The props is called in component 
 
Figure 4 illustrates how to transfer the date through the props between parent and child 
components. 
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Figure 4. The props is exchanged from parent component to child component 
 
Programmer can use the state to manage changing UI by forcing render method 
invoked. In React JS, state likes the internal date, and this date is only existed in the 
component contains the state. When user defines state that should be a simple 
Javascript object and state’s date specific may change during the time, and values which 
are not used to render or data flow should be defined, and put into fields as a 
component instance, instead of the state. Specially, this.state should not be changed 
directly, because when setState is called then, it may replace the mutation that made 
before, making this.State is a immutable value. 
 
Figure 5 illustrates the state is initialized in the AlbumPage component in React. 
 
 
Figure 5. State is in constructor of AlbumPage component. 
Moreover, life cycle methods plays important roles in managing the flow of the React 
application. There are many methods such as constructor, render, 
getDerivedStateFromProps, shouldComponentUpdate.  
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Figure 6 shows all life cycle methods adjusts the flow of React application. 
 
 
Figure 6. All life cycle methods. [3] 
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3 ADVANCED CONCEPTS IN REACTJS  
The React core team, along with the large contributors community, has done a great job 
of upgrading every day the technology by releasing many small versions and fixing bugs, 
including many advanced concepts. The main goal of the advanced concepts in ReactJS 
is to solve outstanding issues, make the development easier for future product 
development work, or to simply clean up the spaghettis code. Therefore, this chapter 
describes the advanced concepts of React framework, such as code splitting to improve 
the performance of the application or some advanced patterns such as Higher other 
components or render props. 
3.1 State and Props and life cycle methods 
When the applications have been grown up day by day, leading to the bundle which uses 
tools as Webpack, Rollup or Browserify of the application which was developer built will 
grow too; it makes the app wasting more time to load, so the Code-splitting is a feature 
to help to split the app to smaller and generate multiple bunbles which can be 
dynamically loaded during the running time.  
Code-Splitting can help developers load only things which are currently needed by the 
users and make the app’s performance will be increased significantly thanks to reducing 
the amount of code in the React app and do not load code which the users never use it.     
In the figure 7 below, it depicts the disadvantage of non-splitting code. It will import all 
of dependencies and the performance of the project is very slow because the project 
needs to load many unnecessary libraries and dependencies.  
 
Figure 7. Non-splitting code vs splitting code. [4] 
Otherwise, the project just needs to load the necessary libraries and dependencies. 
Therefore, in this case, the project does not need loading many unnecessary libraries 
and dependencies, and the performance is improved much. 
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3.2 Context 
Context in React Js has the scope that contains all data of parent component and the 
children components can get and use. That means the parent component passing data 
to component tree without having to pass props down child level will be provided by 
context. 
When looking at a typical React application, data will be passed from parent to child 
throughout props, but sometimes having a problem for prop’s specific types as language 
options language, UI themes, so context is generated to share these values within the 
components without having to pass props via tree’s all level. 
 
Figure 8 illustrates how the data goes down from parent component. After the data 
going down by using context, all children compoents can use the data by this.context 
keyword. However, “If you only want to avoid passing some props through many levels, 
component composition is often a simpler solution than context.” [4] In practical 
development an application, developer prefer using composition in case going down the 
data from parent to children components in React application. 
 
Figure 8. An example of the context in React. 
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3.3 Forwarding refs 
According to React documentation [5], refs are used to get references to a DOM node 
or can be an instance of a component in a React application. ie refs will return to a node 
that we refer to. Ref forwarding is an automatic technical to pass a ref via a component 
to their children to make the component libraries can be re-used.  
The common cases of ref forwarding: forwarding refs to DOM components, component 
library maintainers, higher-order components, show a custom name in DevTools. 
In figure 9, there is a ref generating a React ref as React.createRef and assign it to a ref 
valuable, then passing this ref to <ButtonA ref={ref}> by determining that data as a JSX 
attribute. After that React will pass the ref to prop as (props,ref) => the function inside 
fordwardRef API will be a second argument. Finally, continuing pass the ref argument 
downs to the button as <button ref={ref}> by determining it as a JSX attribute. 
 
 
Figure 9. An example of Refs. 
3.4 Higher order component 
During developing one complex application, thought about the coding direction in React 
to help the application is optimized, so how reuses component or code in other places 
is very important. And, Higher order component (HOC) is created to reuse components 
and optimize the application. 
Besides, HOC does not modify or modify the input component, that pattern only inherits 
the behavior of that component. The component is packaged in to receive all the props 
of the container, with props that can be used to render the content that the project 
needs. HOC is not related to how the data is used, from where, and the component that 
is packaged is also not related to where the data is transmitted. There are some benefits 
of HOC:  
• Code reuse, logic and automated abstraction (bootstrap abstraction). 
• Render Highjacking (Render Highjacking). 
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• Abstract (abstraction) and control (manipulation) State. 
• Control Props. 
 
In figure 10, there is Props Proxy method to show  the HOC’s render method will return 
a React Element in which type is WrappedComponent. 
 
Figure 10. An example of Props proxy. 
 
In figure 12, using the method Inheritance Inversion to show the HOC returns class 
(Enhancer) inheritance WrappedComponent; Enhancer will extend 
WrappedComponent  rather than WrappedComponent extending certain Enhancer clas. 
Leading to, the relationship between them will be reversed. 
 Inheritance Inversion allows the HOC to access the WrappedComponent instance 
through this, which means that the HoC has access to the state, props, component 
lifecycle hooks and even the render method. 
 
 
Figure 11. An example of Inheritance Inversion. 
In figure 11 and figure 12 illustrate how the HOC looks like and used in the Taama App 
to optimize the App by reusing components . The logProps will pass all props to all their 
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components which are wrapped, so that the output render will be the same. Then using 
logProps to log all props which are passed to component as ButtonA, then passing refs 
to the inside ButtonA component by react.forwardRef API. Besides, the 
React.forwardRef gets props and ref parameters by render function and returns it to 
React. 
 
 
Figure 12.An example HOC. 
One of the reasons HOCs are popular is because this technique uses the ES6 class (class) 
from the beginning. Since React 16, the class is the default mechanism when building 
components, completely replacing React.createClass () in previous versions. This makes 
sense, since the class is already supported by most current browsers by default. 
However, the use of HOCs also has limitations: 
• HOCs are confusing: Using multiple HOCs for a component easily leads to the 
situation of not knowing which HOC provided by this HOC. 
• Duplicate name props: If there are two HOCs using the same name for the prop, 
the codes will be overwritten. 
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3.5 Render props 
The render props are not a React API, but rather a technique for handling logical sharing 
between React Components using prop with value as a function. In simple terms, render 
props are a method with a similar purpose to the Higher Order Component method, 
which helps to reuse logic across multiple components. Render Props are used to create 
a very famous library in the React ecosystem, which is the React-Router. In essence, the 
purpose is the ability to reuse state, methods of a component on another component 
need to use the same state. However, the pattern uses the props for reusing the logic 
code from one component then passing the business logic to another component. A 
component with a render prop takes a function that returns a React element and calls it 
instead of implementing its own render logic. 
In figure 13, there is an example of render props in React which is used in the Taama 
App. In the DemoRenderProps component, there is Child1 component and that 
component can manage the data of DemoRenderprops components but this component 
still uses the same layout and when reusing the component in other places. 
 
 
Figure 13. An example of render props. 
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4 COMPONENTS 
Component-based development is now a very popular way to build user interfaces (UI) 
and web applications. When engineers develop React project, components help saving 
much time because those engineers do not need to build the the small UI parts, such as 
button, text field or top bar of the project. The developers just use the components and 
combine the components to develop the layout. Modern framework as Angular, ReactJS 
or VueJS are also base on components to use, so get more understand about 
components to help using ReactJS easier. 
4.1 Function component 
In software development industry, there are two main ways to develop one software, 
that are Object oriented programming(OOP) and functional programing. However, 
Javascript developers, especially React developers prefer using functional programming 
with React Hooks, that is a function component can contain state and handle business 
logic [6]. A function component is a simple JavaScript function in which props are called 
as an argument and return a React element. 
The functional component is a JavaScript function, and can not use setState() keyword  
here, so the function component is called stateless functional component and 
absolutely, the function component does not have its own state. Besides, if need to have 
a state in the component, there is a way to  generate a class component or can initialize 
state in the parent component and pass it down to the child component via props. 
Moreover, there are some reasons why should use functional component in ReactJS: 
● The component’s function makes developers easier to read and test, debug and 
can be reusable; because functional components do not have state and lifecycle-
hook (functional component is a simple Javascript function). 
● Improve performance because function component is shorter and can compile 
quicker than class component.  
● When using function component, there is no need to think how to split the 
component to container component and normal UI component. 
In figure 14, there is the MediaCard function component used in the Tama App without 
using state. That component only uses item, city, units. index and handleSetIndex props 
for re-render the component. This main functionality of the function component is that 
contains UI in the return method and gets data through props and render the data. 
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Figure 14. An example function component in one React JS project. 
 
4.2 Class Component 
There is a traditional component called class component. Class component uses the 
syntax of ES6. The class component are more complex than the functional components 
in that the class component also have: constructor, life-cycle, render () function and 
state (data) management. Moreover, the class component requires extending from 
Class Component as including extends component from React framework statement to 
generate an inheritance to Class Component for accessing to Class Component function. 
Besides, the class component also needs a render method to return React elements.  
Figure 15 illustrates the React class component how looks like. Those code below is the 
FormSearch component in the practical Tama React App. There are to have enough 
mandatory methods, such as constructor, render, return and may have life cycle 
methods, also the state to manage the render of application. 
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Figure 15. An example of React class component. 
4.3 Styled component 
Styled Component is introduced to write CSS code that has the local scope, it means that 
CSS modules just affect a single component. Styled-Components is a library where 
organizing and manage CSS code easily in React projects. The component was built with 
the goal of keeping the styles of React components attached to the components 
themselves. The compinent provides a clear and easy to use interface for both React 
and React Native. The styled component not only changes the implementation of 
components in React, but also the way of thinking in building styles for those 
components. 
In figure 16, the code defines animations in Tama App in outside company, the styled-
Components provides a mechanism to generate unique names for the keyframes in each 
component, therefore there is no need to worry about whether the names of the 
keyframes are duplicated or not. Moreover, there is customStyledComponent that is 
defined by style component. When using styled component, it is easy to handle, and 
change style of elements, in order to improve performance of project, React developers 
do not need to use normal component to create simple component included only styles. 
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Figure 16. An example of style component. 
Moreover, using Styled Components, React developers are allowed to have following 
profits: 
• No pain maintenance: when maintaining an application, developers need to hunt 
across hundreds files, even thousands files to find out which one affects a 
component, it wastes a lot of developer’s time. But with Styled Component, the 
file affects a component will be detected easily. 
• No name bugs: Style Components just allow to use unique class names during 
styling. That is why developers will not have the case two or more class names 
have the same name when using Style Components in their application and the 
critical bugs about class names are not the problem anymore. 
• Automatically inject CSS: track all Styled Components to realize which 
components are rendered in order to automatically inject their styles and do not 
do anything else. It means the amount of necessary code that needs to be loaded 
is the smallest. 
• Dynamic styling: when adapting the styling of components usually are managed 
manually by a lot of classes, but with Styled Components, that can be worked in 
a simple way based on its props or a global theme. 
4.4 Web component 
Web components are a relatively new concept, it was only introduced by Alex Russel in 
2011 [7] in a front-end workshop. Google has actively developed this technology with 
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the open source Polymer project, and promises to bring a breakthrough in Web 
development. Web technology has been developing strongly, the complexity is 
therefore increasing. This brings a lot of headaches for web developers, when the 
number of components in a website is increasingly larger and more demanding. 
Web components are a set of technology rules for building website components that 
are packaged (separate from the rest of the application code) and reusable. Web 
Components provide packaging to reuse components. Web Components often display 
some compulsory APIs as video Web components can display play() and pause() 
functions. Therefore there is to have to use ref to interact with the DOM node to access 
the compulsory APIs of the Web Component. 
Besides, a Web Component’s events can pass in a wrong way via a React render; so the 
project should be manually attached handing events to address the events into a React 
Components. 
Basically web components use 3 technologies: 
• Custom Elements: is a set of JavaScript APIs to allow the creation of custom web 
components, such as the <my-todos> tag in the example above. 
• Shadow DOM: is a collection of JavaScript APIs to attach a "shadow" DOM tree 
to a DOM element, this DOM tree is managed separately and rendered 
separately from the main DOM tree, so the component can be repackaged. To 
use for different applications. 
• HTML templates: Used to create templates from which to render on web pages. 
This concept is relatively similar to some other frameworks like angular or 
react.js. 
 
Figure 17. An example using web component in React JS. 
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5 REDUX 
Nowadays, when the requirements for Single Page Applications build in JS are more 
complex, our code must manage more states than before. These states include the data 
returned from the server and cached data, as well as the data created locally and does 
not guarantee integrity compared to the server. In addition, the state used to manage 
the UI also increases the complexity as we need to manage which Routes are active, 
which tabs are selected, Paginations. 
Managing state clusters that are always changing is difficult. For example, one model 
can update another model, then one view can update the above model, which means it 
also updates the other model, and here when the second model updates, it can also 
drag. Another view updates with it. At this point, we don't have a lot going on, losing 
control of when, why, and how the state is updating. If the system has loose or 
inconsistent code, it may be difficult to reproduce bugs, debug, or add new features. 
Try to consider the case, there are new requirements from customers, which gradually 
become popular when working in the front-end. For example, we have to control when 
the component should update, server-side rendering, get data before advancing to 
change routes, etc ... Now React developers are trying to manage an extremely complex 
logic. magazines that have never been seen before. 
There are two confusing concepts: "mutation and asynchoronicity". These 2 things are 
very separate, but when mixed together, it is very difficult to understand. Libraries like 
React have somewhat solved this, but only in the View, and the state containing the 
data, so finding the solutions have to solve it ourselves. Redux is needed to solve it. 
5.1 Managing state by Redux 
Suppose having an application where the nodes shown in the figure represent a single 
page application modeled as a tree-node model - in figure 18 [8]. Imagine the application 
running by exchanging data between nodes, each node (subpage) contains a state and 
child nodes receive data passed from parent to child. 
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Figure 18. Node tree to simulate the states in React project. 
Suppose if there is an action on node d3 that is activated and the requirement to change 
state d4 and c3 then the data stream will be transmitted from node d3 back to root node 
a, then from node a again transmits data to the child node (figure 19 [9]): 
• Update state for node d4: d3-c2-b1-a-b2-c4-d4. 
• Update state for node c3: d3-c2-b1-a-b2-c3 
 
Figure 19. Update the state nodes without using Redux. [11] 
For small problems (just using React JS without Redux), updating the state between 
pages can be easy, but try to imagine a larger application with lots of branches and child 
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nodes. Back and forth between the pages become more complex, making the flow of 
code difficult to read and debug. 
Back to the above problem, in figure 20 [10], redux helps to map the Action from node 
d3 to the Redux's store and then at c3 and d4 nodes just need to connect to the store 
and update the changed data. 
 
Figure 20. Update state nodes using Redux. [11] 
5.2 State management tool 
Most libs like React, Angular, etc are built in such a way that the components go to 
internal management of their states without any external libraries or tools. Those 
frameworks will work well for applications with few components, but as the application 
gets larger, the management of states shared through components will turn into odd 
jobs. 
In an app where data is shared via components, it's easy to get confused so we can really 
know where a state is live. Ideally, data in a component should live in only one 
component. So sharing data through components will become more difficult. 
For example, in react to share data through sibling components, a state must live in the 
parent component. A method to update this state itself will be provided by the parent 
component itself and pass as props to child components. 
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Figure 21. An example does not use Redux for managing global states in React. 
Now let's imagine that if a state must be shared between components quite far apart in 
a tree component and this state must be passed from one component to another until 
it reaches where it is called. 
Basically, the state we are talking about must be lifted to the nearest parent component 
and continue until it reaches the ancestral component containing all the components it 
needs this state then pass this state down. This will make the state more difficult to 
maintain and less predictable. 
This makes the state management department in the app become messy as the app 
becomes extremely complicated. That is why we need a state management tool like 
Redux. 
5.3 Store 
Store is a large JavaScript object with many key-value pairs representing the current 
state of the application. Unlike the state objects in React that are spread across different 
components, we only have one store. Store provides application status and every time 
the state updates, the view is reloaded. Store in Redux is like a human brain. The entire 
state of the application is in this store. 
There are main store’s responsibilities : 
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• Hold application state. 
• Accessing state from getState(). 
• Updating state via dispatch(action). 
• Sign-up listeners via subscribe(listener). 
• Handling listeners do not sign-up via the return by subscribe(listener). 
In figure 22, there is the store created by the createStore method and used in the Taama 
App to manage reducers and middleware. After that, the reduxDevTool is imported to 
the the store, in order to observe the changing of the states in redux store. Finally, using 
the context with Provider helper API of react-redux to go down the store to the chidlren 
components and those components can use the store directly. 
 
 
Figure 22. An example creating store in React. 
 
5.4 Actions 
Actions are contents of information transmitting data from the application to the store. 
The store has actions as its only resource of information. Those actions are sent to the 
store by the store.dispatch() method. 
Actions are absolute JavaScript objects. There must be a type property which shows the 
type of action being implemented. These types need to be identified as string constants. 
When the app is big enough, it may need to be transferred into a different module. Apart 
from type, engineers can decide how the structure of an action object is. Functions that 
create actions are action creators. It is simple to combine it with the term “action. 
Figure 23 illustrates that there are two actions: the first action is actLogin has two 
parameters that are username and password and the payload is the object that contains 
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type, and username and password. Another action is actLogout and the payload is only 
type. 
 
 
Figure 23. An example of the actions. 
5.5 Dispatch to props 
In Redux, mapDispatchToProps method is used to dispatch actions to the store. 
dispatch() method is a way to trigger a state change which is provided by Redux store, 
to use this method, developers can use the syntax store.dispatch to dispatch an action. 
The mapDispatchToProps method will be invoked as a first argument in dispatch 
function, it will return a new function that invokes and passes an action object to Redux 
store. The return of mapDispatchProps method needs to be a plain object. 
In figure 24, there is a way to dispatch one method in React. After user created one 
action, the action will go to reducer, then dispatching that action and the actGoAlbum 
method is invoked. However, in figure 25, the dispatchToProps can be called through 
the props like: “this.props.changeBreadcrumb”. 
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Figure 24. An example installing the mapDispatchToProps method. 
 
Figure 25. Example of using the dispatchToProps method in React. 
5.6 Middleware 
Middleware is the middle code between requests and responses. It receives requests, 
executing corresponding commands on that request. Upon completion, it responds 
(returns) or passes the delegated results to another Middleware in the queue. 
Nowadays, modern Web frameworks use it as part of the application to connect other 
parts. For web applications, using Middleware effectively helps us reduce the amount 
of code that must be written in the application. 
With the common thought is the bridge between user interaction and the system in Web 
programming. The middleware will act as an intermediary between the request / 
response and the logical handling within the web server. 
 
Therefore, Middleware in the frameworks for Web applications (Laravel, Django, Rails, 
ExpressJS ...), will be functions used to preprocess, filter requests before putting them 
into logical processing or adjusting responses before send to user. 
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In Redux, the concept of middleware also exists and plays a similar role, but the problem 
that middleware in redux solves differs from server-side. In Redux, middleware is the 
layer between Reducers and Dispatch Actions. The position where the Middleware 
operates is before the Reducers receive Actions and after an Action is dispatched (). 
Middleware in Redux is best known for handling ASYNC Action - actions that are not 
available as soon as an Action Creator is called, usually here are API requests. 
Currently, there are quite a lot of middleware libraries for Redux, especially using with 
React, there are redux-thunk redux-saga and redux-observable and MobX. Each library 
has its own method of solving side effects. 
The requirements to understand some basic concepts like generator function. The 
generator function is a function that has the ability to postpone execution while keeping 
the context intact. It's a bit confusing, in simple words, the generator function is a 
function that can pause before the function ends (unlike the pure function when called 
will execute all the statements in the function), and can continue. keep running at 
another time. It is this new function that helps solve the asynchronous, the function will 
stop and wait for the async to finish running and then continue to execute. 
Redux saga provides helper effect functions, which will return an effect object that 
contains special information instructing Redux's middeware to perform other actions. 
The helper effect functions will be executed in the generator function. 
Some helpers in redux saga: 
• takeEvery (): executes and returns the result of every called action. 
• takeLastest (): means that if we perform a series of actions, it will only execute 
and return the result of the last action. 
• take (): pause until the action is received 
• put (): dispatch an action. 
• call (): call function. If it returns a promise, pause the saga until the promise is 
resolved. 
• race (): run multiple effects simultaneously, then cancel all if one of them ends. 
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Figure 26. An example using Redux saga with generator functions. 
5.7 Reducer 
Reducer indicates how the application’s state transforms in reply to actions transmitted 
to the store. In Redux, every application’s state is saved as a single object.. 
When the state object has been decided, the reducer is written for the App. The actions 
called a reducer since it is the kind of function being transferred to 
Array.prototype.reduce(reducer,? initialValue). The reducer needs to be clear. These are 
things that should not be done inside a reducer: 
• Modify the arguments. 
• Conduct side effects (API calls and routing transformation) 
• Request non-pure functions.. 
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In figure 27, it depicts the flow of redux. Firstly, user touches the view or layout on 
browser and the action is born, then the actions goes to reducer and the application will 
have the new states 
 
Figure 27. Flow Redux in React Project. [11] 
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6 IMPLEMENTATION 
This chapter describes the implementation of shopping-cart application after enhancing 
programming skill in practical Tama React project, and demonstrates how React JS can 
help developer develops static HTML file and single page application. The 
implementation contains development, the structure of project and deployment. 
6.1 System requirements 
These Appilcation require NodeJS 10 and the NPM which can find more information at 
https://nodejs.org.  
Git is the Source Code Administration apparatus for managing changes of the source 
code during developing the project. This instrument can be introduced by means of its 
official site https://git-scm.com 
6.2 Structure and run 
Running on local 
This project was created by command line: `npx create react-app shopping-cart`. It is a 
fully working React application that developer can continue developing locally. It has all 
the necessary dependencies and files to run the project in `package.json`.  
The project is a standard `Node_modules` pakage manager, so developer can import it 
to the IDE of choice with the command: `npm install name_dependency`. 
In order to run from the command line, use `npm start` or `yarn start` and open ` 
http://localhost:3000/` in browser, but making sure the project is installed node already. 
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Project structure of Shopping cart 
 
Figure 28. Shopping-cart App project structure. 
Figure 29 depicts the structure of Shopping cart Application project using React and 
Redux. This structure contains source code of the project and configuration for 
development and deployment: 
• “public” folder contains the source code of the projet after compiling to static 
HTML file and the project uses it to run the App. 
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• “src” folder contains the main source of the project, before compiling the 
source code. 
• “actions” folder contains the actions of Redux. 
• “components” folder is a place to contains the components of project. It only 
handles layout of the project. 
• “containers” folders is a place to contains the logic code of the project. It is a 
place to connect to Redux store and bring the data to components. 
• “reducers” contains reducer of Redux. 
• “App.js” is a main source code file of project. 
• “index.js” is a root file of project. 
• “.gitignore” to ignore files and folders of project which developers do not 
upload to Github server. 
• “pakage.json” contain dependencies and some command scripts of the 
project. 
• “README.md” is a first file developer should read. It is a file to guide how to 
run and introduce all of things of the project. 
 
Application user interface 
Figure 30, in the right top there is a menu bar, it depicts the functionality related to 
account, such as login, and log-out and register of the user. 
 
 
Figure 29. Shopping Cart user interface of login and register. 
 
Figure 31 shows the home page of the Application with some items with theis 
information, such as the name, the price of the items. 
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Figure 30. Shopping Cart user interface in home-page. 
In figure 32, there is a notification to inform that buyer bought the items, or update the 
item. 
 
Figure 31. User interface of the message notification. 
In figure 33, the photo shows the information of the items added to the cart. The buyer 
can update and remove the items. 
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Figure 32. User interface in cart. 
 
Figure 33. User interface of the functionality of calculating the total of price. 
Source code 
The project developed and pushed to Github. There is the link: 
https://github.com/hongduc-phan/React-Redux-shopping-cart 
In figure 35, it shows the commits during developing the application. 
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Project structure of Tama 
 
 
Figure 34 Tama App project structure. 
Figure 36 depicts the structure of Tama Application project using React and Redux. This 
structure contains source code of the project and configuration for development and 
deployment: 
• “public” folder contains the source code of the projet after compiling to static 
HTML file and the project uses it to run the App. 
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• “src” folder contains the main source of the project, before compiling the 
source code. 
• “static” folder contains the compile source code of project. 
• “pages” folder is a place to contains the pages of project. 
• “index.js” is a root file of project. 
• “.gitignore” to ignore files and folders of project which developers do not 
upload to Github server. 
• “pakage.json” contain dependencies and some command scripts of the 
project. 
• “README.md” is a first file developer should read. It is a file to guide how to 
run and introduce all of things of the project. 
 
Application user interface 
 
Figure 35 Interface login 
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Figure 36 User Interface 
 
Figure 37 Create restaurant with some input fields 
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Figure 38 Main restaurant with some features, such as import and export 
 
 
Figure 39 Main company interface with some features such as import and export 
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Figure 40 Create new company interface 
 
 
Figure 41 Employees with some feature 
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Figure 42 Create new employee with some fields 
 
 
Figure 43 Change password and logout 
 
 
 
Figure 44 Change Language 
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Figure 45 Create new user 
 
Source code 
The project developed and pushed to Github. There is the link:  
https://bitbucket.org/phanhongduc/backoffice_tama/src/develop/ 
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Figure 46 Commits around the september 2019 
 
 
 
Figure 47 Commit around 9.2019 
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Figure 48 Commit in 9.2019 
 
 
Figure 49 Commit in 8.2019 
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Figure 50 Commit in 8.2019 
 
 
Figure 51 Commits from the  first time-7.2019( the starting time of the Tama React 
Project) 
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6.3 Deployment 
Running the application in the local server 
After developing successfully and during developing it, the project always runs in local 
server for debugging and developing. This command runs of the project in local server 
is “npm start” is introduced in README.md. After running the command, the project is 
running and the requirement for seeing the project looks like is to open the browser, 
such as Chrome and type https://localhost: 3000. 
 
Figure 52. Localhost on Chrome and console for debugging. 
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Figure 53. Run localhost with terminal of Visual code. 
 
Build the application for deployment 
After developing successfully, the project is deployed in Github server. This is the link 
for deployment the project in Github: https://hongduc-phan.github.io/React-Redux-
shopping-cart/ 
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Figure 54. Github Pages for deploying in setting tab. 
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Figure 55. Deployment project. 
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7 CONCLUSION 
The main goal of the thesis was to study and use  React Js Framework to implement 
React project Web App through participating the practical Tama React project and 
implementation the shopping cart application. Base on simple examples, theoretical 
concepts, and advanced concepts, the thesis shows anything from basic to advanced 
knowledge related to reactJS. 
Even though React has not been popular in most of the web applications nowadays 
because  in recent years, having many popular frameworks are released to compete with 
ReactJS as VueJS, Angular; Besides understanding both the basic and profound  concepts 
of ReactJS is a treasure key to use that in other flatforms as React Native in mobile 
development. 
React framework introduces a modern approach to develop web applications with single 
page application concept. The React is being supported and standardized and it is not 
an overstatement to conclude that the framework might be the future of web 
application development. 
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